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Abstract
In this work, we exploit the power of the Alonso-Mills-Muth (AMM) urban economics model and
show that various utility functions and plausible conditions offer alternative explanations of households’ location by income within a city. These include the existence of a “rich” center and more
complex socio-spatial urban forms, for instance alternating a rich center, poor suburbs and a rich
outer ring, which have not yet been derived from the AMM model to our knowledge. In doing so we
combine analytical ideas and illustrations by the means of an agent-based model. The hypothesis
of a central or non-central amenity is also studied, leading to different insights on the issue.

Introduction
In a widely cited paper, Jan K. Brueckner, Jacques-François Thisse and Yves Zenou (1999)
asked “Why is central Paris rich and downtown Detroit poor?” They pointed at the “locational
indeterminacy” of the Alonso-Mills-Muth (AMM) monocentric model which identifies two opposing
forces: on the one hand the preference of the high income households for housing consumption drives
them to the outskirts, on the other hand their high opportunity cost of commuting time drives them
toward the job center. Depending on local conditions regarding the evolution of commuting cost and
housing consumption with respect to income, rich households may tend to live either in the center
or in the suburbs. In order to overcome this indeterminacy Brueckner, Thisse and Zenou propose an
amenity-based theory which links the location of income groups to the spatial pattern of (central)
amenities and hence to city idiosyncracies.
The aim of this paper is to enrich the approach of Brueckner, Thisse and Zenou, based on the
AMM urban economics model. We show that various utility functions can be used in this framework
to obtain a “rich” center, and also more complex socio-spatial urban forms. A special feature of this
work is the use of agent-based simulations besides analytical ideas.
Indeed, agent-based models and more generally numerical simulations are interesting tools giving
complementary results when related to analytical resolution. We build here on a previous work,
Lemoy et al. (2013), which presents an agent-based model reproducing accurately the results of the
standard urban economics model (AMM model). We use this agent-based simulation framework
with a population of agents separated in two income groups, in order to study the question of the
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socio-spatial structure of cities. We keep the two “sketch” cities as in Brueckner et al. (1999), that is
to say the "European" type city (like Paris for instance), with schematically speaking, a rich center
and a poor periphery, and the "North American" city (like Detroit), with a poorer center and richer
households in the periphery. This last configuration is the usual result of the AMM model when
several income groups are introduced.
Lemoy et al. (2010) present a discussion on the difficulty to represent in a satisfactory way the
"European" type city with the standard AMM model. An important reason for this difficulty is
the fact that they consider a log-linear (or Cobb-Douglas) utility function, as most studies using
concrete examples of utility functions. This function is very convenient for analytical resolution and
has some interesting properties for calibration, if one supposes that the budget shares of composite
good and housing do not vary with income.
However, this hypothesis can be challenged since the share of income spent on housing is shown
empirically to vary with income. In a first stage a Cobb Douglas function is still used, but taking
into account various shares of housing expenses for the two income groups. An analytical insight
and an illustration with our agent-based model show that, depending on the relative values of the
city radius and a critical radius depending on model parameters, a more substantial pattern may
emerge, for instance a rich center (“European”-type city) surrounded by a poor suburb and then a
rich periphery.
This last urban form reflects a U-shaped curve of the income as a function of the distance to
the city center. This result can be linked to empirical evidence in several big French cities. For
instance in Paris metropolitan area the richest districts are observed in the city center, extending
up to the western suburbs and outskirts, while other (and especially northern) suburbs gather lower
income districts, followed by outskirts gathering again average and upper income districts (François
et al. (2011)). Other urban areas like Lyon, Toulouse and Bordeaux show also a concentration of rich
households in the city center and similar alternations of lower and upper income districts when going
away from the center (Caubel (2005)). In addition, the U-shaped curve can also be seen in older
North American cities, like New York, Chicago or Philadelphia (see Glaeser et al. (2008)), which are
closer to the "European" pattern than to the usual socio-spatial structure of North American cities.
Since the Cobb-Douglas utility function fixes budget shares, there is no possible substitution
between variables. In order to overcome this limitation, we use in a second stage a constant elasticity
of substitution utility function (CES, see Chung (1994)), with an exogenous amenity, as in Brueckner
et al. (1999). The agent-based model is then able to reproduce a "European" urban social structure.
However, here again it is shown that depending on the distance to the center, bid-rent curves of rich
and poor households may intersect again, yielding a rich periphery and hence the U-shaped income
variation according to the distance from the center. Moreover, thanks to the agent-based model,
we illustrate the effect of a displacement of the amenity away from the center and show that more
complex socio-spatial structures can be found.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the first section the agent-based model
is briefly presented along with the mechanisms introduced to reach an equilibrium corresponding to
the analytical one. Section 2 and section 3 present respectively the analyses with the Cobb-Douglas
utility function and the CES utility function. Discussion and conclusion are given in the final section.
1. An agent-based model of urban economics
We first present rapidly the numerical simulations used in Lemoy et al. (2013) and in the present
work to find the equilibrium of the AMM model in cases where analytical resolution is difficult.
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The use of these simulations to solve for the equilibrium of the AMM model can be linked to the
Monte Carlo method (Binder and Heermann (2010)) or to local search optimization algorithms in
computer science (Lenstra (2003)). We use an agent-based framework, where a population of N
agents is given behavior rules which reproduce the competition for land in the AMM model.
Agents live on a 2-dimensional grid representing the urban space, which is polarized by the
presence of a central business district (CBD). All agents work in the CBD and commute daily for
work, with an associated transport cost which is proportional to the distance traveled. This distance,
which we denote by x, corresponds to the distance between the housing location of an agent and
the CBD, and the associated transport cost is then tx, with t the transport cost per unit distance.
Agents are divided in two groups of incomes Yr and Yp for rich and poor, with Yr > Yp . Their
income is spent entirely between transport expenses for daily commuting tx, housing expenses, and
the consumption of a composite good z of unit price, representing all other consumptions which do
not depend on x. Housing expenses are written ps, with p the price of a unit surface of housing at
the considered location, and s the surface of the housing lot. Price p is a variable attached to each
cell of the simulation grid. Cells have a fixed surface stot , and the side of a cell is supposed to be of
unit length. However cells may welcome several housing lots, that is to say density is endogenous.
Agents wish to maximize their economic welfare, represented by a utility function U (z, s) depending on consumptions of composite good z and housing s. The budget constraint can be written
Yi = zi + ti x + psi , with i = r, p (for rich and poor agents respectively). At given price p and location
x, agents have optimal composite good and housing consumptions. With a Cobb-Douglas utility
function Ui = ziα sβi with α and β positive parameters such that α+β = 1, this yields zi = α(Yi −ti x)
and psi = β(Yi − ti x) for i = r, p (see Chung (1994)).
The dynamics of this agent-based model consists in a simple move and bidding mechanism.
Simulations start with a random configuration: agents are located at random on the simulation
space. The prices in all cells are initialized at an agricultural rent Ra , which is a minimal price in
the system, corresponding to an agricultural use of land. At each time step of the model, an agent
and a cell are chosen at random. The agent, having initially utility U0 , moves into the cell if this
one provides him with a higher utility U1 at its current price pn , and enough space. However, the
agent needs to propose a bid pn+1 on the price of the cell, which has the following form
pn+1 = pn (1 + 

U1 − U0
)
U0

where  is a positive parameter controlling the magnitude of this bid.
This bidding mechanism describes how price increases in attractive cells. It competes with the
decreasing price of cells which are fully or partially vacant. Indeed, vacancy indicates that these
cells are not attractive at their current price pn , which the landowner decreases to pn+1 following
pn+1 = pn − (pn − Ra × 0.9)/Tp
where Tp is a parameter controlling the speed of this decrease of prices. This formula yields an
exponential decrease of the price, which goes to the minimal price corresponding to the agricultural
rent Ra after a finite number of steps. If the price reaches Ra , this decrease stops.
As Lemoy et al. (2013) show, this agent-based system reaches a discrete version of the analytical
equilibrium of the AMM model. Parameters  and Tp can have a dependency on the occupation rate
of cells in order to accelerate the convergence to the equilibrium. Throughout this paper, we will
use the values  = 0.5 and Tp = 100. These behavior rules provide a robust mechanism pushing the
3

agent-based system towards the equilibrium of the AMM model. Indeed, this equilibrium can also
be reached in cases where analytical treatment is difficult, as in the case of our present study of the
socio-spatial structure of cities.
2. A critical radius for income related location
As was shown in the previous section, the Cobb-Douglas utility function has the property to fix
the shares of income (net of transport cost) spent by the agent on different items. However, the
empirical literature shows an evolution with income of the share of income spent by households on
housing. On average, when income increases, the share of income spent on housing decreases: see
for instance Accardo and Bugeja (2009) or Polacchini (1999) for evidence respectively in France and
Paris region; Cervero et al. (2006) for evidence in the USA.
Moreover, the value of time increases with income with an elasticity smaller than one (see
for instance Small (1992); Wardman (2001a,b)). In this section, we study the influence of these
factors together – evolution with income of the value of time and of the share of income spent
on housing – on the location choices of households within the AMM model. We still use a CobbDouglas utility function. However, we suppose here that the share of income spent on housing
and composite good depends on income. With two income groups, this is taken into account by
introducing different parameters αr , βr and αp , βp in the utility functions of rich and poor agents.
We still have αr + βr = αp + βp = 1, but rich agents spend a smaller part of their income on housing:
βr < βp .
Following empirical literature the value of time is assumed to be higher for the rich income group.
As a consequence, we postulate that the (unit distance) transport cost tr of rich agents is higher
than the transport cost tp of poor agents, tr > tp , due to the difference of time costs, supposing that
the monetary part of the transport cost is the same for both income groups.
2.1. Critical distance and city boundary
The condition which determines the social structure of the city is detailed in Fujita (1989) (or
Goffette-Nagot et al. (2000)): the income group located near the center is the high income group if
the income elasticity of marginal (or unit distance) transport cost is higher than the income elasticity
of the demand for housing. If the income elasticity of the demand for housing is higher, then the
low income group is located near the center.
In our case where only two income groups are considered, we use the discrete version of the
elasticity called arc elasticity, and defined as
(y, x) =

∆y x̄
∆x ȳ

where ∆y (∆x respectively) is the variation of y (resp. x) between the two points considered, ȳ
(resp. x̄) the mean of y (resp. x) between the two points.
In the case of our model with two income groups, the high income group is located near the
center ("European-type" city) if
(t, Y ) > (s, Y )
(1)
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that is, if the arc income elasticity of marginal (or unit distance) transport cost is higher than the
arc income elasticity of the demand for housing. These two quantities can be written
tr − tp Yr + Yp
×
tr + tp Yr − Yp
βr Yr − βp Yp − (βr tr − βp tp )x Yr + Yp
(s, Y ) =
×
βr Yr + βp Yp − (βr tr + βp tp )x Yr − Yp
(t, Y ) =

Then condition (1) can be transformed into
βr (Yr − tr x)
tr
>
tp
βp (Yp − tp x)
This inequality can be interpreted as follows: to have rich agents located near the center, the ratio
of transport costs of rich and poor agents must be higher than the ratio of housing surfaces. An
immediate and important consequence of this inequality comes from the fact that the right-hand
side depends on the distance x to the center, whereas the left-hand side is constant, as we use a
linear transport cost, proportional to the distance to the CBD. This condition yields richer urban
forms in the model than just rich households in the center and poorer ones in the periphery, or vice
versa.
Indeed, a critical distance xc from the center can be defined, at which arc elasticities (t, Y ) and
(s, Y ) are equal. Beyond this distance of the center, the direction of the inequality (1) changes. As
a consequence, condition (1) can also be written
x < xc =

βp Yp tr − βr Yr tp
tr tp (βp − βr )

Then different social patterns can be observed in this model, depending on the value of xc and on
the radius of the city xb , the latter being fixed by the boundary conditions of the model, see Fujita
(1989) for instance.
If xc ≤ 0, the model gives the standard result of the AMM model with two income groups: poor
agents are located in the center of the city and rich agents in the periphery. This is usually seen
as a representation of a "North American" city. On the contrary, if xc ≥ xb , the social pattern is
reversed. Rich households are located in the center, and poorer ones in the periphery. This can be
seen as a "European"-type city.
A different result can be found if 0 < xc < xb 1 . Indeed in this case, rich households tend to locate
closer to the center than poor households when their commuting distance x is such that 0 ≤ x < xc ,
and further from the center than poor households when xc < x < xb . We leave to further study the
complete analytical treatment of this case, which would for instance compare the bid rent curves of
rich and poor agents within this model and show that they can intersect two times. In the following
section, we use agent-based simulations to illustrate the results of this model in this special case
where the critical radius is within the city boundary 0 < xc < xb .
2.2. Emergence of a rich periphery in a "European"-type city
The values of parameters used in the following simulations with the agent-based model are
presented in table 1. The corresponding value of the distance xc defined in the previous section
1

Note that in the case where the marginal transport costs of both income groups are taken as equal, tr = tp , the
income elasticity of the share β of income spent on housing has to be inferior to −1 to have a positive critical radius
xc > 0.
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Parameters
αp , βp
αr , βr
Yr , Y p
tr , tp
Nr , Np
Ra
stot

Description
Preferences for composite good and housing of poor agents
Preferences for composite good and housing of rich agents
Incomes of rich and poor agents
Transport cost (per unit distance) of rich and poor agents
Number of rich and poor agents
Agricultural rent
Surface of a cell

Value
0.7; 0.3
0.78; 0.22
450, 300
12, 10
1000
5
45

Table 1: Parameters of the model.

is xc ' 9.4. Let us note that in the simulations the side of a cell corresponds to a unit distance.
We present the results of simulations of our model using different population sizes. In this way we
model the emergence of a rich periphery in a "European"-type city. The evolution of the urban social
structure in this case is shown on figure 1. From an initial configuration with a small population

Figure 1: Evolution of the equilibrium urban social structure with a growing population size: Nr = Np =
1000, 1600, 2200, 2800 from left to right. The other parameter values are given in table 1. Radius xc ' 9.4 is indicated by a white circle. Rich agents are represented by discs, and poor ones by squares.

size, where rich agents are in the center of the city and poor agents in the periphery, the growth of
the population size results in an increase of the city size and in the formation of a rich periurban
area. Meanwhile, the surface of the rich central area decreases slightly.
It should still be discussed whether the values of parameters we use could be representative of
real agents, even in a rough way, as this model is not calibrated on real data. As Yr = Yp × 1.5,
for a variation of income of 50%, the variation in (unit distance) transport cost is taken as high as
20%, with tr = tp × 1.2. We suppose that this variation is mainly due to the variation in transport
time cost. And the corresponding variation of the share of income spent on housing is a decrease of
roughly 27%, with βr ' βp × 0.73.
Supposing that the variation of the global transport cost corresponds only to a variation of the
transport time cost, and that monetary and time costs are of the same magnitude for poor agents,
the variation of the transport time cost is then an increase of 40% for an increase in income of 50%.
This corresponds to an (arc) income elasticity of the transport time cost that is smaller than one, as
reported above in the empirical literature. We conclude that these parameter values are consistent
with empirical data.
3. More complex socio-spatial urban forms: central city revisited
We explore in this section another way to make a rich center emerge within the AMM model. Let
us first clarify the challenge. Housing is usually considered to be a normal good, whose consumption
6

increases with income. With only one transport mode (associated with a given monetary transport
cost) and no time cost, the result of the AMM model corresponds to the "North American" city,
because condition (1) is not verified. The main issue is then to find a realistic model where the
reverse configuration emerges. In this goal, Brueckner et al. (1999) introduce a central amenity in
the AMM model, which can be linked in reality to the features which make the centers of European
cities attractive, like Paris. Let us note however that Brussels for instance has a different sociospatial structure (see Goffette-Nagot et al. (2000)). Brueckner et al. (1999) cite three types of
amenities: natural (parks or rivers for instance), historical (e.g. monuments) and modern ones
(theaters, swimming pools, etc.). But a central amenity is not enough to account for a "European"type city in the AMM model: in a model using a Cobb-Douglas utility function, a central amenity
does not reverse the social pattern (see Lemoy et al. (2010)).
3.1. Analytical discussion
To obtain this reversal, two conditions are given by Brueckner et al. (1999): the marginal valuation of amenities, after optimal choice of the housing consumption, must rise faster with income
than housing consumption, and the gradient of the amenity function must be negative and large in
absolute value. An example of utility function satisfying the first condition is given by the constant
elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function, which can be written:
−1/ρ

UCES (z, s, a(y)) = αz −ρ + βs−ρ + (1 − α − β)a(y)−ρ
where the same notations are used as previously for z and s, α and β are now such that α + β ≤ 1,
and ρ is a real parameter. a(y) is a function describing the amenity, depending on the distance y to
the amenity center. The budget constraint is the same as in the previous section, with tr = tp = t:
Yi = zi + tx + psi with i = r, p. σ = 1/(1 + ρ) is a parameter which is linked to the elasticity
of substitution between variables (see Chung (1994)). Brueckner et al. (1999) show that the first
condition (the marginal valuation of amenities rising faster with income than housing consumption)
is valid if σ < 1. We use this CES utility function here, with ρ = 0.3 (σ ' 0.77), so that this
condition is verified.
3.2. Variations on (non-)central amenity, rich center and rich periphery
The amenity function a(y), depending on the distance y to the amenity center, must also be
chosen. We take the same function as Lemoy et al. (2010): a decreasing exponential a(y) = 1 +
a0 exp(−y/b), with a0 determining the magnitude of the amenity at its origin and b the characteristic
distance of the amenity decrease. The optimal consumption of land (or housing) conditional on price
p and location x is
Yi − tx
si =
(αp/β)σ + p
for i = r, p (see Chung (1994)). This expression is used in the agent-based model presented in section
1, replacing the corresponding expression for the Cobb-Douglas function.
The first city shape shown on figure 2 illustrates the fact that the urban social structure can
indeed be reversed under these conditions. The other subfigures present the urban shape in this
model when the work center and the amenity are not at the same location. Figure 2 shows that this
model is sensitive to a small displacement of the amenity, which can be seen as a weakness of the
amenity center added here. Indeed in real cities, amenity and employment centers are probably not
7

Figure 2: Illustration of the result of Brueckner et al. (1999), and evolution of the equilibrium urban social structure
when the amenity is pushed to the west of the center. Distance d between the CBD (black "x") and the amenity (gray
"x") is d = 0; 0.5; 1; 2 from left to right. Other parameter values are given in table 2. Rich agents are represented by
discs, and poor ones by squares.

found in the exact same locations. As the results show, even a small distance between both centers
has an important impact on the urban socio-spatial structure in this model. The parameters used
are given in table 2.
Parameters
α, β, ρ
Yr , Y p
t
Nr , Np
Ra
stot
a0
b

Description
Parameters of the CES utility function
Incomes of rich and poor agents
Transport cost (unit distance)
Number of rich and poor agents
Agricultural rent
Surface of a cell
Amenity function at the origin
Characteristic distance of decrease of the amenity

Default value
0.3
450, 300
10
2000
5
100
5
4

Table 2: Default parameters of the model reproducing the result of Brueckner et al. (1999)

Then we illustrate a fact which is not studied by Brueckner et al. (1999), but appears very easily
in our agent-based simulations. This result is in direct correspondence with the one presented in
the previous section: the condition which guarantees that the high income group is located near the
center depends on the distance to the center. So that it may be verified close to the center and not
further away. More precisely, we suppose with Brueckner et al. (1999) that there is a first radius x1
at which the bid rent curves of rich and poor agents intersect. The condition mentioned before, that
the gradient of the amenity function is negative and large in absolute value, is verified. So that rich
agents are located at x ≤ x1 and poorer ones at x ≥ x1 .
But we suppose now that there is a second radius x2 > x1 at which these bid rent curves intersect.
With the decreasing exponential form of the amenity function we have chosen, the amenity gradient
decreases in absolute value when x increases. This is why both curves can intersect again. So that
at this second intersection x2 , the gradient of the amenity function can be small in absolute value,
and rich agents are now driven to the periphery at x ≥ x2 , while poor agents are located closer to
the center, at x ≤ x1 .
An urban structure similar to the last configuration presented in the previous section can be
observed in this case: a part of the high income group lives in the center, encompassed by a ring
where the low income group is located. And further away lives the rest of the high income group,
which benefits less of the amenity, but can afford bigger housing surfaces thanks to the lower land
prices. This configuration is presented on figure 3, which uses the same parameter values as figure 2
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Figure 3: Evolution of the equilibrium urban social structure when the amenity is pushed to the west of the center.
The distance d between the CBD and the amenity is d = 0; 0.5; 1; 2 from left to right. The other parameter values are
given by table 2, except a0 which has here a smaller value: a0 = 3. Same symbols as figure 2.

(given by table 2), except that the intensity of the amenity function at its origin is smaller: a0 = 3.
It can be noted that more complex amenity functions than the decreasing exponential form could
lead to social patterns which are even more complex than the patterns presented on figure 3.
Here also, we explore the results of the model when the amenity is not at the same location as
the CBD, and we find that the city’s social structure is very sensitive to this small displacement
of the amenity. Paris is an empirical illustration of this case where various urban amenities like
monuments, museums and parks are located on the western half-side along with richer population
(François et al. (2011)).
Discussion and conclusion
Two different frameworks are used with two income groups within the AMM model and yield
a hybrid configuration corresponding to a "European" city structure with a rich suburb, which has
different origins in each case.
In the first one, with a Cobb-Douglas utility function where the evolution with income of the
budget share of housing is taken into account, analytical calculations on income elasticities lead us to
define a critical distance at which the relative locational behaviors of income groups changes. Below
this distance, the higher value of time of rich agents, combined with their lower budget share for
housing, leads them to choose small housing lots in the city center. Beyond this critical distance, the
other part of the high income group is driven to the periphery by the desire to have bigger housing
lots, allowed by smaller price in the periphery.
In the second framework, a study of the introduction of a central amenity in the AMM model,
combined with a CES utility function, allows us to confirm the results of Brueckner et al. (1999), and
to go further. A compromise between smaller housing lots and the benefit of a central amenity leads
a part of rich households to live in the city center, giving the same outcome as previously. However,
beyond a specific distance the influence of the amenity is weak and the preference for housing takes
over to drive another part of the rich households to the outskirts.
Indeed, like the first model, this second model can have as an outcome a "European"-type urban
social structure, with rich agents in the center, poorer ones in the suburbs, and in addition an outer
ring of rich households. The first framework has the advantage, when compared with the second one,
to avoid the exogenous introduction of an amenity, which is a bit frustrating from a modeling point
of view. In addition, because it does not have an exogenous amenity (which could still be added
in further work), its results are not sensitive to the location of the amenity, contrary to Brueckner
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et al. (1999)’s framework in two dimensions. On the other hand, this second framework can model
richer, non-isotropic urban structures.
Several perspectives of work can be drawn. The first and most important one concerns the
issue of the calibration of urban models, to test more precisely their link with empirical data. In
particular, the ideas studied here regarding European and North American city models should be
interesting to test on empirical data from both continents, if these can be gathered. This issue of the
calibration of urban models is a difficult one, which is probably not enough treated in the literature.
Another perspective is linked to the historical evolution of cities through population size and
transport cost (see for instance LeRoy and Sonstelie (1983)). Moreover, introducing two transport modes with various costs and speed in the model presented in section 2 is also an interesting
perspective.
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